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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper deals with an integrated voltage and frequency (VF) controller for isolated asynchronous generators (IAG) 

driven by a constant power pico-hydro uncontrolled turbine feeding three-phase four-wire loads. The proposed VF 

controller is used to control the frequency and voltage of an IAG with load leveling. Such a VF controller is also known as 

an integrated electronic load controller (IELC) which is realized using an isolated star/polygon transformer with a voltage 

source converter (VSC) and a battery at its DC bus. The proposed generating system with a VFC is modeled and simulated 

in MATLAB along with Simulink and Simpower system (SPS) toolboxes. The simulated results are presented to 

demonstrate the performance of an isolated asynchronous generator feeding three-phase four-wire loads with neutral 

current compensation. 
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1. Introduction 
 

With the increasing demand for energy and the soaring 

prices of fossil fuels, it is becoming difficult to reach 

consumers in remote and isolated places. This leads to the 

development of small isolated generating plants. Such 

generating plants may be realized using an asynchronous 

generator with a capacitor bank to meet the reactive power 

requirement [1]. Asynchronous generators are robust and 

brushless, thus they are reduced in size and require less 

maintenance when compared with synchronous generators. 

Isolated asynchronous generators (IAG) have emerged as 

a prime contender for isolated power generation using 

uncontrolled pico-hydro turbines [2-4]. Although IAGs have 

many advantages they also have the problems of poor 

voltage and frequency profiles. A substantial amount of 

research has been done on frequency and voltage 

controllers for constant speed applications for feeding 

three-phase four-wire loads or single phase loads. Most of 

the electronic load controllers (ELCs) control the 

frequency and voltage by dissipating the excess energy 

into an auxiliary load when the load requirement of 

consumers is less than the generator power [5-8]. All these 

controllers overlook the power quality issues and the 

excess power is dissipated in an auxiliary load [9]. 

In this paper an attempt is made on an integrated 

electronic load controller (IELC) with a battery on its DC 

bus working as a VFC [10]. This type of IELC 

configuration controls voltage and frequency and 

improves power quality problems. This integrated 

electronic load controller along with a battery ensures 

bidirectional power flow from the IAG to the battery 

under reduced loading periods and from the battery to the  
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Fig.1.  Schematic diagram of IAG with VF controller and its control scheme. 

 
load under peak load periods. The proposed voltage and 

frequency controller is capable of harmonic elimination, 

load balancing, neutral current compensation and feeding 

to the load under peak load conditions [11-13]. 

 
2. System Configuration and Principle of 

Operation 

 
Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed 

IAG system along with a VF controller, an excitation 

capacitor, consumer loads and its control algorithm. The 

proposed VF controller consists of a battery at the DC bus 

of a VSC (voltage source converter). The battery absorbs 

the excess active power which is not consumed by 

consumer loads [10]. A star/polygon transformer is used for 

isolation, to provide a neutral terminal for 4-wire loads 

and optimized DC bus voltage at the required level [14]. 

The value of a star connected excitation capacitor bank is 

selected to generate the rated voltage at no load while the 

additional demand of reactive power for the generator and 

the loads is met by the VF controller. The basic principle 

of regulating the voltage is reactive power control of the 

VSC of a VF controller. The active power is controlled by 
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the battery on the DC bus of the VSC. 

Fig. 1 also shows a control scheme for the proposed 

voltage and frequency controller to regulate the frequency 

and voltage of the IAG. The control scheme is based on 

the deviation of reference source currents (which have two 

components in-phase and quadrature with AC voltage). 

The in-phase amplitude templates (ua, ub and uc) are 

derived by dividing the three phase voltages va, vb and vc 

by their amplitude Vt. Another set of quadrature unity 

amplitude templates (wa, wb and wc) is derived from the 

in-phase unit templates (ua ,ub and uc). 

To regulate the AC terminal voltage, its amplitude (Vt) 

is compared with the reference terminal voltage (Vtref). 

The voltage error is given to the PI (proportional-integral) 

controller. The output of the PI controller (Ismq
*) for the 

AC voltage control loop decides the amplitude of the 

reactive current to be generated by the VFC. 

Multiplication of the quadrature unit vectors (wa, wb and 

wc) with the output of the PI based AC voltage controller 

(Ismq
*) yields the quadrature component of the reference 

source currents (isaq*, isbq* and iscq*). Moreover, the 

function of frequency control using the battery energy 

storage system (BESS) decides the active power flow. The 

BESS absorbs the excess active power when the system 

frequency is above the reference value and it delivers 

active power when system frequency is less than the 

reference value or there is a deficiency in the generated 

power which results in an inability to meet the demand of 

consumer loads. For generating the active components of 

the reference source currents, the output of the frequency 

PI controller (Imsd) is compared with the rated generator 

current (IG) and the difference between these two currents 

is considered as an amplitude of the in-phase component 

of the reference source current (Imsd*). Multiplication of 

the in-phase unit vectors (ua, ub and uc) with the output of 

the PI controller (Ismd
*) yields the in-phase component of 

the reference source currents (isad*, isbd*and iscd*). The 

sum of the quadrature and the in-phase components are the 

reference source currents (isa*, isb* and isc*), which are 

compared with the sensed source currents (isa, isb and isc). 

These current error signals are amplified and compared 

with the triangular carrier wave to generate gating signals 

for the IGBTs (insulated gate bipolar transistor) of the 

VSC of a VFC. 

3. Design of the Proposed IAG System 
 

The proposed IAG system consists of an asynchronous 

generator, a capacitor bank, a star/polygon transformer, 

interfacing inductors, a voltage source converter, a DC bus 

capacitor, a battery etc. The design and selection of these 

components are given in this section. 

 

3.1 Design of the Electrical System 

The electrical system consists of a 7.5 kW, 415 V, 50 

Hz, Y connected, 4-Pole squirrel cage asynchronous 

machine with an excitation capacitor. A star connected 

capacitor bank is installed to generate the rated voltage at 

no load. To get the rated voltage at no load at the IAG 

terminals, a 4.6 kVAR capacitor bank is used [9].  

 

3.2 Design of the Star/Polygon Transformer 

The three phase supply voltage applied to the input of 

the transformer [14] shown in Fig. 2 is as follows: 

 
Va = V∟0°; Vb = V∟120°; Vc = V∟-120°       (1) 

Vab = √3V∟-30°; Vb = √3V ∟90°; Vc = √3 V∟-150° (2) 

 

If the transformation ratio is ‘a’ = Vab/VAB, then the 

secondary winding line voltage is given as:  

 

VAB = (K1 Vab – K2 Vbc)/a        (3) 

VBC = (K1 Vbc – K2 Vca)/a          (4) 

VCA = (K1 Vca – K2 Vab)/a        (5) 

 

The values of the constants K1 and K2 determine the 

winding turns as a fraction of the input phase voltage and 

these are obtained as K1=0.8453, K2=0. 3094 and a=3.77. 

In Fig 2, these voltages are as follows: 

Va = Vb = Vc = 415/√3 = 239.6V 

Va23a24 = 89.83V, Va21a22 = 32.88V 

Therefore a set of three transformers of voltage rating 

239.6 V/89.83V/32.88 V is selected to form the required 

star/polygon transformer.  

The rating of this transformer is dependent on the 

voltage across each winding and the current through it. 

The winding voltages determine the core size while the 

currents determine the conductor size and hence the two  
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Fig. 2.  Star / polygon transformer and its phasor diagram. 

 

determine its VA rating. The VA rating of these 

transformers is calculated as: VA rating =0.5Σ (Vk Ik), 

where Vk and Ik are the root mean square (rms) values of 

voltage across and current through the kth winding [14]. 

Hence, three single-phase transformers of rating 2.51 kVA, 

239.6 V/89.83V/32.88 V are used to form the required 

star/polygon transformer. 

 

3.3 DC Capacitor Voltage 

The minimum dc bus voltage of the VSC of a VF 

controller should be greater than twice the peak of the 

phase voltage of the IAG system. The dc bus voltage is 

calculated as:  

 

Vdc =( 2√2 VLL)/(√3 m)                 (6) 

 

where m is the modulation index and it is considered as 1 

and VLL is the secondary line voltage of the VF controller. 

Thus Vdc is obtained as 180.4 V for the VLL of 110 V and it 

is selected as 192V to be an integer multiple of 12 V 

battery cells. 

 

3.4 Design of the AC Inductor 

The selection of ac inductance (Lf) of the VSC of a VF 

controller depends on current ripple icr(p-p), switching 

frequency fs, dc bus voltage (Vdc) and Lf is given [15] as:  

f dc L s cr ( pL ( 3mV ) /(12a f i ) p )               (7) 

 

where m is the modulation index and ‘aL’ is the 

overloading factor and when considering that icr (p-p) = 5%, 

fs =10 kHz, m=1, Vdc = 192 V, a = 1.2 and the Lf is 4.4mH. 

A round-off value of Lf of 4.5mH is selected in this 

investigation. 

 
3.5 Design of the DC Bus Capacitor 

The value of the dc capacitor (Cdc) of the VSC of a VF 

controller depends on instantaneous energy being 

available to the VSC during transients. The principle of 

energy conservation is applied as [15]: 

 

2 2
dc dc dc1 ph L

1
C [(V ) (V )] 3V (a I) t

2
         (8) 

 

where Vdc is the reference dc voltage, Vdc1 is the 

minimum voltage of the dc bus, aL is the overloading 

factor, Vph is the phase voltage, I is the phase current and 

‘t’ is the time by which the dc bus voltage is to be 

re

alculated value of Cdc is 2777 μ F 

and it is selected as 3000μF. 

 

(IGBT) can be calculated under the dynamic condition as: 

sw = (Vdc + Vd)         (9) 

ershoot in the dc link voltage under 

ex

oltage rating is as:  

1.25. The maximum device 

current can be calculated as:  

covered.  

Considering the minimum voltage level of the dc bus, 

Vdc1 = 186 V, Vdc = 192 V, Vph = 110V, I = 14.5 A, t= 

350 μs and aL= 1.2, the c

 

3.6 Design of the VF Controller 

The VSC voltage rating (Vsw) of the solid state device

 

V

 
where Vd is a 10% ov

treme conditions.  

Therefore, using eqn. (9) the switch v

Vsw = 192 + 10% of 192 = 211.2 V. 

The rated current, which flows through the three leg 

VSC is ‘I’ (the secondary line current of the star/polygon 

transformer). The peak value of the current is √2 I, where 

‘I’ is the required current flow through the VSC 

considering a safety factor of 
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Fig. 4.  Performance of IAG with feeding a three – phase four 

wire non linear loads. 

 

and the IAG starts charging the battery with the excess 

amount of power. At 2.3 sec the second phase load is 

removed and the IAG charges the battery with the extra 

power. At 2.4 sec all three phase loads are removed and 

the IAG feeds all the power to the battery. The transformer 

exhibits unbalanced currents and it provides neutral 

current compensation of the load. 

 

Fig. 3.  Performance of IAG with VFC feeding a three – phase 

four wire linear loads. 

 

for the source (PG), battery (PB) and load (PL) during 

different dynamic load conditions.  

 
 6.1 Performance of the IAG with a VF Controller 

with Balanced/Unbalanced Linear Loads 6.2 Performance of the IAG with a VF Controller 

with Balanced/Unbalanced Non Linear 

Loads 
Fig. 3 shows the performance of the VF controller 

under the application of balanced/unbalanced linear loads 

on an IAG system driven by a constant power pico hydro 

turbine. All three single phase loads are fed by an IAG of 

3.5 kW each. The battery supplies the deficit amount of 

power to the load. At 2.2 sec one phase load is removed 

Fig. 4 shows the performance of the VF controller 

under the application of balanced/unbalanced nonlinear 

loads on an IAG system driven by a constant power pico 

hydroturbine. At 2.15 sec all three single phase loads are 
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Fig. 5.  Harmonic spectra of (a) source voltage (va), (b) source current (isa) and (c) load current (iLoad) under balanced nonlinear 

condition. 

 

fed by an IAG of 2.75 kW each. The battery supplies the 

deficit amount of power to the load. At 2.2 sec one phase 

load is removed and the IAG charges the battery with the 

slightly higher excess amount of power. At 2.3 sec the 

second phase load is removed and the IAG charges the 

battery with excess power. At 2.4 sec the total three phase 

load is removed and the IAG supplies the total generated 

power to the battery. The transformer has the unbalanced 

currents providing load current compensation. Fig 5 (a) 

shows the source voltage waveform and its harmonic 

spectrum, which has a THD (Total Harmonic Distortion) 

of 2.0%, Fig 5 (b) shows the source current waveform and 

its harmonic spectrum which has a THD of 1.46%, Fig 5 

(c) shows the nonlinear load current waveform and its 

harmonic spectrum which has a THD of 64.88%. The 

THD of the terminal voltage of the generator is well 

within the 5% limit imposed by the IEEE-519 standard. In 

this way, it is demonstrated that the proposed VF 

controller also provides the function of a harmonic 

eliminator [10]. 

 

7. Conclusions 
 

A simple standalone uncontrolled pico-hydro turbine 

driven asynchronous generator system with a VF 

controller has been designed and modeled. Its 

performance has been simulated and demonstrated under 

different loading conditions (balanced/unbalanced 

linear/nonlinear). It has been observed that the VF 

controller produces satisfactory performance under 

different loading conditions along with frequency and 

voltage control, load balancing, neutral current 

compensation and harmonic elimination. 

 

Appendices 
 

A. Parameters of 7.5 kW, 415 V, 50 Hz, Y connected, 4 -         

Pole Asynchronous Machine 

Rs=1 Ω, Rr= 0.77 Ω, Xlr=Xls=1.5Ω, J=0.1384 kg – m2 

Lm = 0.134 H (Im< 3.16) 

Lm = 9e-5 Im
 2 – 0.0087 Im + 0.1643 (3.16<Im<12.72) 

Lm = 0.068 H (Im> 12.72) 

B. Controller parameters 

Lf = 4.5mH; Rf = 0.1Ω and Cdc= 3000 μF,  

AC voltage PI controller: Kpa =0.02, Kia = 0.02. 

Frequency PI controller Kpd = 0.01, Kid =0.01 

C. Prime mover Characteristics 

Tshaft = (K1- K2 ωm)  ; K1= 1465, K2 = 8.8 

D. Battery specification 

Rb = 0.1 Ω, Rsb = 5 kΩ, Cb = 41326F; Voc = 192V. 
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